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NEW QUESTION: 1
Operations team has noticed that during the peak working hours,
Aviatrix Gateway's throughput utilization stays around 80% of
the current instance size. A decision has been made to scale up
the instance size to provide more throughput. Which below
statement accurately describes instance sizing of Aviatrix
Gateways?
A. Aviatrix Gateways can scale up but not scale down
B. Aviatrix Gateways can scale up and down both
C. Aviatrix Gateways instance size has to be chosen at
deployment and can't change later
D. Aviatrix Gateways can scale down but not scale up
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
A developer is migrating an IBM Datacap Taskmaster Capture
application from version
8.0.1 to 8.1 and has custom Batch Pilot forms that need to be
converted to DotEdit panels.
The developer has exported the layout.xml file using Batch
Pilot. Which of the following
would be included in the layout.xml file?
A. Control types: all
Attributes: control type, control name, and position
B. Control types: dcedit, dcimage, and label
Attributes: all
C. Control types: dcedit, dcimage, combobox and label
Attributes: control type, control name, position, and other
attributes.
D. Control types: dcedit, dcimage, and combobox
Attributes: control name and position
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
A.
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Option
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I. Option I
Answer: B
Explanation:
On R4, in the redistribution of EIGRP routing protocol, we need
to change name of route-map to resolve the issue. It references
route-map OSPF_to_EIGRP but the actual route map is called
OSPF-&gt;EIGRP.

NEW QUESTION: 4
What is not a component of Check Point SandBlast?
A. Threat Extraction
B. Threat Emulation
C. Threat Cloud
D. Threat Simulator
Answer: D
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